[Study on Quality Identification of Olive Oil Based on Near Infrared Spectra].
Currently on the market, the sale of olive oil is mainly divided into extra virgin olive oil and common virgin olive oil. In order to identify the qualities of two different olive oils, a new method to identify the quality of olive oil with siPLS-IRIV-PCA algorithm is developed. Based on the near infrared spectral data of olive oil, the efficient spectral subintervals are selected with a synergy interval partial least squares (siPLS). The performance of the model is evaluated by using the root mean square error of cross-validation (RMSECV). The characteristic wavelengths are selected from the efficient spectral subintervals by iteratively retains informative variables (IRIV) algorithm. Principal component analysis (PCA) model is constructed based on the selected characteristic wavelengths. The samples of 90 groups of extra virgin olive oil and 90 groups of common olive oil are identified. PCA uses 1 427 wavelength variables as input variables and the contribution rates of the first two principal components are 51.891 8% and 26.473 2% respectively. siPLS-PCA uses 408 wavelength variables as input variables and the contribution rates of the first two principal components are 56.039 1% and 36.2355%. siPLS-IRIV-PCA uses 6 wavelength variables as input variables and the contribution rates of the first two principal components are 66.347 6% and 32.3043%. The result shows that, compared with PCA and siPLS-PCA, siPLS-IRIV-PCA has the best identification performance. The method is simple and convenient and has a high identification degree which offers a new approach to identify the quality of olive oil.